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MC-830 - Elektrisch Höhenverstellbares Tischgestell - Ohne Tischplatte - Zur Arbeit
in St

from 313,32 EUR
Item no.: 376694

shipping weight: 31.00 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
Ultra-modern Maclean MC-830 Automatic Height Adjustable Desk The desk's frame provides optimal workplace ergonomics and tremendous adjustability. Maclean MC-830 is the
answer to the sedentary lifestyle we experience at home and at work. Change your position at the desk to standing, and sit down again if necessary. You will feel a huge difference
as this simple change will improve your efficiency, comfort and speed of work.The height of the desk is adjusted using a built-in modern controller, with LED display. The adjustment
range is shown in detail in the device's technical specifications. Do something for your health and well-being, an electrically adjustable frame offers great possibilities! Prevention is
better than cure for back problems!Specifications- Maximum load: 120 kg- Height adjustment: 64.5-129.5 cm- Adjustable frame width: 105-160 cm (top to be purchased separately)-
Depth: 57.4 cm- Built-in control panel- Lifting speed of 38 mm/s- Power supply : 110-240 AC- Table weight : 30.5 kg (without top)- Color: white- Set of mounting accessories
includedSet includes- Maclean MC-830 desk stand- Mounting accessories- Complete wiring- Manufacturer's packaging- Proof of purchaseIdeal as an independent position or as an
extension of your job. Change your life today! You can prevent back pain and other ailments associated with constant sitting with the help of the Maclean MC-830 electric adjustable
desk. Thanks to its adjustable height, you can adjust the height of the desk top position to suit your needs. You can use the desk in both standing and sitting positions.Features-
Ultra-quiet motors with long service life- Lifting speed of 38 mm/s- Anti-collision system- Color: white- Infinitely adjustable electric height 64.5-129.5 cm- 4-position memory- Easy
operation with built-in control panel- Adjustable frame width: 105-160 cm (top to be purchased separately)- Depth: 57.4 cm- Complete wiring including power cord
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